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The Five Warning Signs of Trouble on
your Direct Mail Fundraising Horizon
By Mark A. Jacobson

V

eterans of direct mail fundraising campaigns know the challenges they face in keeping program
ROIs on target — renewing “donors” acquired by premiums, trying to convince telephone donors
to renew by mail or email, battling increased lapsing rates among even the best donor segments.
These issues, and others like them, decide direct mail results in the here and now. But wouldn’t it be
great to deal with the challenges underlying these “bigger issues” before the Sword of Damocles appears
over our heads?
In direct mail fundraising, it’s not uncommon to discover problems exist only after income begins to
ebb. Here are a few program performance areas that typically begin to decline BEFORE gross income
declines …
1.) Attrition not made up by new/recaptured.
One tried-and-true method of gauging if your program is really growing is to compare the attrition
of your twelve-month donor file vs.the combined totals of recaptured lapsed donors (from 13+
months) and new donors during the same year. If you are adding/recapturing more than you’re
losing, then strategies that increase gift size and frequency can result in real, sustainable growth.
But trouble here can go unnoticed for as much as a few years. During this time, a shrinking base can
be upgraded and/or gift frequency increased — resulting in what appears to be income growth.
But it won’t last. Within a couple years, continued roll-backs in the number of donors will become a
burden that cannot be offset by the increases in gift size and frequency. Unfortunately, by the time
gross income begins to ebb as a result, retention has usually become an extraordinarily difficult
trend to reverse.
What to do? First, see if you can increase your recent donor renewals. Decrease your attrition. Even
a few percentage points will provide meaningful income, and it will render those donors more likely
to give again soon. Second, find small, limited pockets of lapsed that will respond favorably to more
frequent or improved packages.
2.) Lapsed program cost per donor acquired higher than some acquisition.
Making direct mail strategy decisions based upon ROI performance of your entire lapsed program
can lead to the rendering of some “false positives.” Instead, try stratifying results by year of last gift,
lifetime value and/or gift patterns before lapsing. The keys are identifying at what point the costper dollar raised recapturing a lapsed donor exceeds that of acquiring a new one — and adjusting
strategies to react. By qualifying the lapsed file — eliminating high expense/ low return cells —
you’ll be able to maximize your allocation of resources. Money saved can be used to improve other
portions of the program. Or it can, on its own, improve your net return.
3.) Number of donors making 2+ gifts per year is in decline.
Gift recency and frequency are still the overwhelming predictors of when a donor will make his/her
next gift. Donors making two or more gifts (vs. only one) within the past year can be three to five
times as likely to give in the next six months. If your multiple donors vital signs are down, initiate a
quick fix, this year, before the problem compounds. Consider a more aggressive thank you
program, a stronger push in monthly giving, or additional appeals to the heart of your donor file.
4.) The lapsing rate of your new donors is increasing.
The method, medium and/or tool used to acquire the first gift must be heavily factored into second
gift “conversion” efforts. It’s highly likely if you used a premium to acquire, you’ll need another
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Welcome to Donor DynamicsTM !
Dear Colleague;
Our clients and friends have asked Direct
Response Solutions (DRS) to provide them
with important, timely and usable information
to help them build or reinvigorate their
fundraising programs.
So we’ve decided to create a quarterly Donor
DynamicsTM newsletter. We’ve included you
in our free subscription list. (If you’d prefer
not to receive future issues, just drop us an
email at optout@drsol.org).
In each issue, you’ll find published articles and
white papers by DRS Senior Fundraising
staff members. In addition, we’ll have a guest
column each issue, where we’ll publish
articles provided by clients and partner firms.
The goal for each issue will be to provide not
just answers — but also to pose questions
that so frequently stimulate us all to think
again, to reevaluate just how successful (or
unsuccessful) our programs are turning out.
In this issue, we’ve provided a schedule
for this Fall’s acclaimed DRS Fundraising
Seminars. Please check the dates for your area,
and make plans to join us!
So that you can continue to have access to
the articles, we’ll be posting each Donor
DynamicsTM issue on our new DRS website —
www.drsol.org.
And do drop me a note or an email with your
comments or requests for more information.
Enjoy this issue. We hope it helps you as you
take your program to its next level!
Cordially,

Vice President/Fundraising

Five Warning Signs...from page 1
one to renew. Emergency appeal donors will
require similar urgency. If the first gift came
in as a result of a telephone call, the donor will
probably need something more interactive
than direct mail to secure the second gift.

We All Learn More When We Listen vs. When We Talk
By Mark A. Jacobson

Ask yourself …

S

• Have you asked each donor recently why
they support your organization?

For new donors, two other factors will
influence renewals.

“What does the donor want?”

• Can you pinpoint donor preferences in
mission focuses?

The first is when you ask for the renewal. If
it’s more than six months from the point of the
first gift to when you ask again, chances are
your results will be poor or mediocre. Find a
way to recapture their attention once again as
soon as possible, and be sure you ask for
another gift no more than three to five months
after the first event.

In fundraising, we agonize over the wording of
“the ask,” make sure we’re selecting the “right”
people to solicit. We want to be sure the “event”
donors aren’t invited to the Gala at the same
time the Fall appeal is to hit mailboxes. How do
we motivate a donor to give to a cause/program
that’s so very clear to the “XYZ Foundation?”
How can we communicate the need—the
urgency?

The second issue is the thank you process.
Special thank yous — perhaps even a “New
Donor Welcome Kit” can reinforce the new
donor’s involvement and support of your
mission. And it will likely secure renewal
gifts all by itself. Statistics show that
donors making follow-up gifts via an
acknowledgement mailing are among the
easiest to subsequently renew and keep
involved.
5.) “Our strategy this year is what we did last
year; it’s what our donors want.”
Chances are good that if you’ve read this far,
your numbers aren’t that good right now. Or
at least you have a hunch that all’s not as good
as you’d like.
Continuity — in message, branding, appeal
scheduling; all can be positives. But it can also
lull an audience to sleep, and generate a false
sense of security.
Are you sure last year’s acquisition program
was successful? The proof lies in your
renewal results since then. Did you obtain
new donors that have maintained their
interest and support? Or did you use a
package that attracted donors that by nature
wouldn’t renew?
Direct mail fundraising is a marathon, not a
sprint. By all means, use every technique
available to you to generate that first gift. But
don’t conclude success or failure on
immediate returns alone. You’re in it for the
long haul … your ROIs are profitable only
when you’re into the renewal phase.
All that glitters may indeed not be gold. At
least at the outset!

ounds simple. And it’s the basic tenet of
donor relationships today.

All important issues. But not THE most important issue.
What’s left? You guessed it — “What does the
donor want?”
If the answer to this question isn’t at the heart
of your fundraising strategy, problems will
develop with renewals. It’s a statistical certainty.
In commercial direct marketing, we want
prospects and “customers” to buy something —
a product or service. We wouldn’t dream of
trying to sell a 2005 Volvo to someone walking
into a Harley-Davidson dealership. No matter
what the “deal” we put on the table for the
Volvo, chances are we won’t make that sale.
It’s not all that different in the world of fundraising. Donors support your cause because
something you do – either for them directly, or
for others – makes them feel good.
Donor relationships are borne in the desire to
quench a thirst. Maybe it’s free parking at the
hospital. Or that window decal that shows the
world that they care. And it could be simply the
self-satisfaction they get in being part of a noble
cause. Your cause.
Successful fundraising programs pay attention
to all of these needs.
How does that translate to your “to do” list?

• Are you using that information, or are the
next points of contact decided by a fixed
“marketing appeal plan?”
• Which donors prefer being contacted by
direct mail? Email? Which ones wait to
give until they get a phone call?
• Are you asking people to give and upgrade
in a manner consistent with their other
response patterns?
• Are you basing renewal strategies around
techniques that successfully achieved the
first or last gift?
• Are creative strategies properly focused
on donor need (vs. organizational need)?
• Does your message properly transition
from the last point of donor contact?

Think about it. You have X thousand donors
that have made a gift within the last twelve
months. Unless your non-profit has a single
mission/focus, chances are good that
each donor has their own reason for making
those gift(s).
The key is to find out why. What made
that donor make that last gift? Armed with these
answers, the challenge of using today’s
technology to work for you becomes much less
daunting.
Think of it this way — you’re not managing
a fundraising program. You’re managing
relationships.
Your donors have already provided key insight
into what makes them tick. Ask for more
information, and then use the information you
gather when you plan the next “ask.”
It’s all about donor needs. If you take care of
their needs, chances are good they’ll take care
of yours. ■
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Mark Jacobson is Vice President/ Fundraising for
Direct Response Solutions — a direct mail
fundraising firm in Brockton, MA.
He can be reached at mjacobson@drsol.org or
508/313-1032. ■
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Would you like to receive reprints of these
articles or of the newsletter?
Go to www.drsol.org/free_proposal.htm
Check next to the right of “Newsletter” to request
Donor Dynamics or type in “article reprint”
and include the title in the comments block.

It’s All in the Delivery
By Marcia Scowcroft

But to put these statistics into context, we need to
understand the USPS’ service standards that
define what “on-time” really meant — because in
1995 and in 2005, these numbers were defined by
very different criteria.
Service standards were first introduced in 1971,
when overnight delivery was established as
within a 600 mile range. Very quickly, the USPS
found they could not reliably achieve their 95%
on-time delivery goal; so in 1973, the radius for
overnight delivery was reduced to within 100-150
miles of an SCF (Sectional Center Facility), with
an additional day added for the next 400 miles.

W

hen you look at the USPS’ Service
Performance statistics for First Class mail
delivery, it’s pretty impressive. In 1995, as
measured by the USPS’ own standards (External
Measurement System) and monitored by an
independent firm, delivery of overnight first class
mail was 95% on time. For the same year, 2-day
delivery was 91% on time and 3-day delivery was
89% on time.
Ten years later, in 2005, overnight delivery and
2-day delivery percentages remained exactly the
same. Only 3-day delivery fell off — by 2% to
87% on time.
On the face of it, these comparative statistics
reflect well on the USPS’ operational efficiency,
especially since they span a decade when the USPS
was downsizing it’s workforce by almost
50,000 employees.

In 2000-2001, the standards for on-time delivery
of 2- and 3-day service began to be measured

Non-profit mail gets the benefit
of significant discounts compared
to first class mail, but there are

hours became 3-day delivery. As a result, there
were many routes for which the standard changed
— with many more routes changing from 2-day to
3-day than vice versa.
As for non-profit mail (standard class), the USPS
does not guarantee delivery within any specific
time frame, because it’s affected by such variables
as distance and other mail in the pipeline. Nonprofit mail gets the benefit of significant discounts
compared to first class mail, but organizations
must accept the service limitations that go with it.
(Standard mail was formerly called “third class
mail” and even though the name has changed, the
service philosophy has not).
You may have seen catalogs or flyers that say
“Postmaster: please deliver 5/25-5/28” and are
wondering whether this is a solution for your
organization. It might be…if you have a million
or more pieces in your mailing and make
arrangements with the post office at least one
month before the desired delivery dates.

service limitations.

So, when you’re figuring out a reverse schedule
for your non-profit mailings, allow at least a week
locally and three weeks nationally for the USPS to
get it where it’s going.

based on ground transportation times instead of
distances. If statistical models indicated that drive
time from origin to destination was 12 hours or
less, the 2-day service standard applied; over 12

Marcia Scowcroft is Director of Client Services
for Direct Response Solutions. She can be reached
at mscowcroft@drsol.org or 508/313-1056. ■

Things to think about...
Investing wisely in direct mail …
Direct Response Solutions
672 Crescent St.
Brockton, MA 02302
www.drsol.org
DRS builds and invigorates direct response
fundraising programs. Strategies are
built from performance-based analytics,
engaged by imaginative branding, design
and copy writing and fulfilled with
superior data and mail processing.
For more information on Donor
Dynamics™ articles or direct mail
fundraising in general, please contact;
Mark Jacobson
508/313-1032
mjacobson@drsol.org

• Allocate your resources to where they
will best impact ROI — maximize
efforts to the core donors
• Understand the contribution from
lapsed; adjust strategy to minimize
high risks

Achieving more gifts from each donor:
• Acknowledgment program
• Always ask again within 3 months
• Donor welcome kits for new donors
• Monthly giving
• Giving clubs

• Limit acquisition to renewable new
donors; be prepared to set goals and
measure results differently for
transactional donors

"Why is my donor base shrinking?"
1. Attrition not made up by new/recaptured donors.
2. Number of donors making 2+ gifts per year is in decline.
3. Insufficient effort to renew a new donor’s gift in year 1.

Kate Boemeke
314/853-8797
kboemeke@drsol.org
Marcia Scowcroft
508/313-1056
mscowcroft@drsol.org

4. Lapsed program cost per donor acquired higher than some acquisition.
5. Mailing strategy that avoids focused efforts to renew within three (3) months.
6. The lapsing rate of your new donors is increasing.
7. Confusing transactional and mission driven "donors."
8. "Our strategy this year is what we did last year; it’s what our donors want."
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Save The Date!

DRS Opens St. Louis Office
D

irect Response Solutions (DRS) is pleased to announce the addition
of Kate Boemeke to our team of fundraising professionals.

DRS will be holding its annual direct
response fundraising seminars this fall —

As a Senior Marketing Consultant, she brings with her 16 years of
development experience, most recently as the Development Director
for United Cerebral Palsy of Greater St. Louis.
Through the years, she has successfully designed and provided copy
writing and other creative services to over seventy (70) different nonprofits across the nation, including:

in a new format with new topics. The
dates and locations are listed below.

September 8 (Friday)
Kate Boemeke

Boston, MA

September 15 (Friday)
• Barnes-Jewish Hospital, MO

• Lifespan Health Systems, RI

• Boston Symphony Orchestra, MA

• Lutheran Family & Children’s Services of Missouri

• Capital Humane Society, NE

• Scripps Research Institute & Health Foundation, CA

• Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, CA

• Sigma Chi Fraternity, IL

• Epworth Children & Family Services, MO

• Sisters of St. Joseph — Chestnut Hill, PA

Baltimore, MD

September 20 (Wednesday)
Hartford/New Haven, CT

September 22 (Friday)
New York City, NY

October 6 (Friday)
Los Angeles, CA

• John C. Lincoln Health Systems, AZ

• Steadman Hawkins ◆ Research Foundation, CO

For more information or to register, go to
www.drsol.org/seminars.htm
Click on "Seminars" and then select "How
To contact Kate directly, please call 314/853-8797 or email her at kboemeke@drsol.org.

To Register" from the drop down menu.

